Abstract. The present paper is dedicated to the application of the pivoted Cholesky decomposition to compute low-rank approximations of dense, positive semi-definite matrices. The resulting approximation error is rigorously controlled in terms of the trace norm. Exponential convergence rates are proved under the assumption that the eigenvalues of the matrix under consideration exhibit a sufficiently fast exponential decay. By numerical experiments it is demonstrated that the pivoted Cholesky decomposition leads to very efficient algorithms to separate the variables of bi-variate functions.
Introduction
Many problems in science and engineering lead to hugh, densely populated matrices which are symmetric and positive semi-definite. Often they arise from the discretization of symmetric and positive semi-definite functions, especially in the context of partial differential equations.
Consider a domain Ω ⊂ R
n and a symmetric bi-variate function f ∈ L 2 (Ω × Ω).
Then, we call the function f positive semi-definite if the corresponding (symmetric) Hilbert-Schmidt operator f (x, y)u(x)u(y) dx dy = (Ku, u) L 2 (Ω) ≥ 0 for all u ∈ L 2 (Ω).
Symmetric and positive semi-definite functions appear in many applications. For example, the second statistical moment of a stochastic function, the two-point correlation, falls into this class of functions. Furthermore, to compute the singular value decomposition of a function g ∈ L 2 (Ω 1 × Ω 2 ), also known as the Karhunen-Loève expansion, one has to compute the eigenvalues of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator with g(x, z)g(y, z) dz.
Further applications arise from quantum chemistry [4, 14, 17] or in inverse problems [13] .
When spending n degrees of freedom to approximate functions from L 2 (Ω), an approximation of f ∈ L 2 (Ω × Ω) yields a symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix of size n × n. Since n is typically large, this causes serious obstructions when dealing numerically with such problems. Therefore, we intend here to compute a symmetric low-rank approximation to f , namely
The best approximation in L 2 (Ω × Ω) is of course the expansion into the largest eigenpairs (λ i , ϕ i ) of the related Hilbert-Schmidt operator. However, the eigenpair computation is quite expensive as it needs the access to the full matrix.
An alternative approach for computing a symmetric low-rank approximation is provided by the pivoted Cholesky decomposition. This approach is quite similar to the adaptive cross or mosaic-skeleton approximation [1, 2, 6, 7, 24] . Nevertheless, there are important advantages in comparison with standard adaptive cross approximation.
(1) We are able to rigorously control the approximation error in terms of the trace norm. (2) The pivoting strategy is exact, i.e., we need to search for the pivot element only on the main diagonal of the matrix which is easily accessible. (3) In case of a sufficiently fast exponential decay of the eigenvalues of the matrix A we can proof that the pivoted Cholesky decomposition converges exponentially. For given ε > 0 it computes a rank-m approximation A m such that trace(A − A m ) ≤ ε and m being proportional to | log(ε/n)|. (4) The algorithm is extremely easy to implement, having only O(m 2 n) complexity.
An exponential decay of the eigenvalues is for example obtained in case of analytical functions and Ω ⊂ R [23] . Nevertheless, our proof is purely algebraically. We do not need the function's smoothness in difference to the convergence analysis of adaptive cross approximation [1] .
Numerical experiments (see Sect. 4) even indicate that the pivoted Cholesky decomposition always converges optimal in the sense of the rank m being proportional to the number of terms required for the singular value decomposition. This is observed in particular in the case of functions of finite smoothness where it is known that the eigenvalues decay only algebraically.
We emphasize that the pivoted Cholesky decomposition is a well established algorithm in numerical linear algebra, see [8, 11, 12] and the reference therein. It is implemented for instance in the LINPACK library [5] , particularly to factorize positive semi-definite matrices. However, except for publications in quantum chemistry where the method is quite popular, we are not aware of a paper in which it has been used in the context of low-lank approximations. It is a purely algebraically black-box method to compute low-lank approximations of matrices, where the approximation error is controlled in the trace norm. Since it is a symmetric low-rank decomposition, it can in particular be used for the fast computation of the largest eigenpairs (cf. Section 4), as required for the Karhunen-Loève expansion.
The rest of the paper is organizes as follows. In Section 2 we survey on the algorithmic details of the Cholesky decomposition for positive semi-definite matrices. Section 3 motivates the use of the pivoted Cholesky decomposition to calculate lowrank approximations of matrices. As our main result we present the purely algebraic convergence proof (Thm. 3.2). Section 4 is devoted to numerical applications arising from the context of partial differential equations. We compute the variance of an elliptic second order boundary value problem with stochastic right hand side. Then, we consider the fast eigenpair computation of symmetric and positive semidefinite Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Finally, we discuss the application of the pivoted Cholesky decomposition for the fast computation of the two-electron integral matrix in quantum chemistry.
To avoid the repeated use of generic but unspecified constants, we denote throughout this paper by C D that C is bounded by a multiple of D independently of parameters which C and D may depend on. Obviously, C D is defined as D C, and C ∼ D as C D and C D.
Cholesky decomposition for positive semi-definite matrices
Let 0 = A ∈ R n×n be a symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix with eigenvalues
. . , n. Due to the identity trace(A) = n i=1 λ i > 0 there exists at least one positive diagonal entry a > 0. We assume without loss of generality that it is located at the (1, 1)-position. Otherwise we find an index 1 < ℓ ≤ n such that the ℓ-th diagonal entry is positive and swap the first and the ℓ-th column and row. This might be expressed in terms of a symmetric permutation matrix P ∈ R n×n satisfying P 2 = I. The Schur complement relative to the (1, 1)-entry is then again a symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix. For sake of clearness in representation we shall prove this statement.
Lemma 2.1. Let the matrix
be symmetric and positive semi-definite with a > 0. Then, the Schur complement
is well-defined and also symmetric and positive semi-definite.
Proof. Since a > 0 the Schur complement is well-defined and also symmetric due to
Consider y ∈ R n−1 and set
i.e., S is also positive semi-definite.
As a consequence of this lemma, we can decompose the matrix A according to
Now, if S = 0, we can repeat this procedure for S and obtain a decomposition
for all i = 1, 2, . . . , j. To obtain the final representation of the matrix A we multiply by the permutation matrices from both sides and get
Here, the remainder matrix E j is given by
By introducing the matrix
If it holds rank A = k < n, then the above algorithm terminates after k steps with
If the algorithm completes without termination ahead of time and the P i are always chosen as the identity, it produces the standard Cholesky decomposition.
Low-rank approximation
As we have seen, if rank(A) = m < n, the above pivoted Cholesky decomposition will terminate after m steps with E m = 0. Thus, the following question arises: assume that a rank-m matrix A m ∈ R n×n exists such that
Can the Cholesky decomposition be used to find this approximation? In other words, does the computation of m < n terms of (2.
To answer the above question we choose the trace norm as error measure. Then, the best possible reduction of the error in (2.2) is achieved if the trace norm of the Schur complement becomes small. This amounts to the problem
where a i denotes the i-th column vector of A and a i,i is the i-th diagonal entry.
Since the above minimization problem can only be solved when the complete matrix A is known, we shall use another strategy. Namely, we like to eliminate the value a i,j of largest modulus. By choosing x ∈ R n such that
and x k = 0 otherwise, it follows 0 ≤ x T Ax = 2 √ a i,i a j,j − |a i,j | and hence
Consequently, the largest value in modulus lies on the diagonal of the matrix A. Our strategy will thus be to choose the largest diagonal entry as pivot element. This is quite similar to the totally pivoted adaptive cross approximation [1, 2] .
We emphasize that, due to (2.1), the series of pivot elements is strictly decreasing until the Schur complement vanishes or the algorithm is stopped. Putting all the above components together, we arrive at the following algorithm:
initialize π := (1, 2, . . . , n); while error > ε do set i := arg max{d π j : j = m, m + 1, . . . , n}; swap π m and π i ; set ℓ m,πm := d πm ;
end Notice that only all diagonal entries of the matrix A and the m rows associated with the pivot elements need to be evaluated to compute the rank-m approximation. All other matrix coefficients do not enter the computation. This makes the method highly attractive for the sparse approximation of smooth nonlocal operators (see Thm. 3.2). For operators with kernel functions that exhibit a singularity on the diagonal x = y it might be better to introduce a suitable partitioning of the matrix which leads to the original adaptive cross approximation as introduced in [1, 2] .
Theorem 3.1. Let A ∈ R n×n symmetric and positive semi-definite. Then, performing m steps of the pivoted Cholesky decomposition is of complexity O(m 2 n).
Proof. The most expensive part in Algorithm 1 is the computation of the Cholesky vectors ℓ k , k = 1, 2, . . . , m. This requires
additions and multiplications each which proves the assertion.
In case of sufficiently fast exponentially decaying eigenvalues we can proof that the pivoted Cholesky decomposition computes a rank-m approximation which exponentially approximates the matrix A. For example, according to [23] , the eigenvalues decay exponentially if the underlying function f is analytical on Ω × Ω ⊂ R 2 . It even suffices to have piecewise analyticity in the sense of the smooth parts being the product domains Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that A is permuted in such a way that the k-th pivot is found at the (k, k)-position for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then, L m ∈ R n×m is always lower triangular matrix. We partition the matrices A and L m according to
one readily infers that L 1,1 L 
Define Π m : R n → R n as the orthogonal projection onto the first m coordinates in R n . Then, the Courant-Fisher theorem implies
Inserting this estimate into (3.7) gives finally
This implies | log(ε/n)| m and thus the assertion.
Remark 3.3. Estimate (3.6) is sharp, i.e., the factor 4 m cannot be removed. A corresponding example is found in e.g. [10] . However, also in case of the approximation theory of the adaptive cross approximation, based on polynomial interpolation, such an exponentially growing factor appears, see [1] for the details. Then the random solution's expectation E(u) satisfies the mean field equation
while its two-point correlation is given by
see [18, 22] for details. Here, E(u) denotes the expectation or ensemble average for the random field u ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) and Cor(u) = E(u ⊗ u) where now E(·) denotes the expectation with respect to the product measure on the tensor product space H 1 0 (Ω)⊗H 1 0 (Ω) (see [18, 22] ). Notice that Cor(f ) ∈ H −1 (Ω)⊗H −1 (Ω) is a symmetric and positive semi-definite function, that is
Nevertheless, one is mainly interested in the variance which is computed by
In general, second order elliptic partial differential equations like (4.8) are solved by finite elements. To compute the solution of the high-dimensional (4.9) sparse tensor product spaces have been applied in [9, 18, 22] . Whereas one can use also standard finite element methods if a low-rank approximation
is available. Then, the two-point correlation of u is simply computed by Especially, we have
Therefore, if n finite elements are applied, the complexity of solving (4.9) is reduced to O(n · m), provided that one solve is of linear cost. If m is small this means a large reduction compared to a naive computation which is of quadratic complexity O(n 2 ).
To demonstrate the approach, we triangulate of the domain Ω by uniform refinement of a coarse grid triangulation as seen in the left plot of Strang's first lemma together with the Aubin-Nitsche trick yields the error estimate
Here, " · " indicates numerical approximation. Therefore, the solution's accuracy is O(ε) provided that the L 2 -error of low-rank approximation is ε.
Generalized eigenvalue problems.
For computing a low-rank approximation of a symmetric and positive semi-definite function f ∈ H p (Ω × Ω), p ≥ 0, we may exploit the eigenvalue decomposition of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator
This gives raise to the following decomposition
into orthonormal functions {ϕ k }. It follows immediately from [23] that the sequence of eigenvalues {λ k } decays as λ k k −p/n . In case of f being even analytical, one can proof the (sub-) exponential rate λ k n exp(−bk) for some b > 0.
The Galerkin discretization of the eigenvalue problem yields a generalized eigenvalue problem
Here, the system matrix A is symmetric and positive semi-definite and the mass matrix B is symmetric and positive definite. We shall assume that the ansatz functions are stable and compactly supported such that the mass matrix is well-conditioned and has only O(n) coefficients.
Having the low-rank approximation
at hand, we can replace A by its low rank approximation to arrive at
Multiplying from the left and from the right by B −1/2 yields
we can replace the generalized eigenvalue problem (4.12) in R n×n by an equivalent standard eigenvalue problem in R m×m :
Compared to the original eigenvalue problem (4.11), this small eigenvalue problem is much cheaper to solve if m ≪ n. Namely, the complexity is 
For numerical test calculations we choose the unit square [0, 1] 2 as computational domain and consider the following kernel functions. Illustrations of these kernel functions are found in Tabs. 4.2-4.5.
(1) The Gauss kernel
which is analytical. (2) A jumping Gauss kernel Table 4 .3. Jumping Gauss kernel: The rank to derive the relative trace error ε.
(4) A random kernel which is given by
We generate m = 2000 vectors {v k } as n-dimensional arrays of in [0, 1] uniformly distributed numbers which are then orthogonalized.
We subdivide the interval [0, 1] into n equidistant intervals and apply continuous Table 4 .5. Random kernel: The rank to derive the relative trace error ε.
It turns out that the algorithm always converges even though the kernel functions do not match the assumptions of Thm. 3.2 except for the Gaussian type kernels in case of σ = 0.1 and σ = 0.5. Even in case of the algebraically decaying Poisson kernel the approach is feasible, although we cannot reach a high accuracy. Moreover, the convergence of the Gauss and the jumping Gauss kernel are nearly identical. Contrary to our theory the convergence analysis of the adaptive cross approximation does not include discontinuous kernel functions since it is based on (global) polynomial interpolation, cf. to the blue boxes. In case of the exponentially decreasing eigenvalues, i.e., in case of the Gauss, the jumping Gauss and the random kernel, all curves exhibit the same exponential decay which means that the trace norm converges optimally. This issues from the fact that the trace norm is equivalent to the ℓ 2 -norm if the eigenvalues decay exponentially:
In case of the Poisson kernel the eigenvalues decay only quadratically and thus the trace norm can converge at most only linearly. In fact, as figured out of Fig. 4 .3, exactly this behavior is observed.
To compute the low-rank approximation of the Gaussian type kernels we needed only 4 minutes in case of ε = 10 −6 and σ = 0.01. Recall that n = 10 6 and m ≈ 240.
The transformation to the small eigenvalue problem (4.13) and its solution requires then only additional 3 minutes. This is much faster than the solution of the large eigenvalue problem (4.12) by the well-known ARPACK library [15] which provides an implicitly restarted Arnoldi/Lanczos method. Here, the solution requires 50 minutes which means that our approach leads to a speed-up of more than 10.
Our numerical experiments indicate that in general the exponential growth factor 4 m in Thm. 3.2 does not appear in praxis. Likewise, concerning the influence of the factor n which appears in the error estimate of Thm. 3.2, we did not observe an increase of the rank when n is increased while ε is fixed.
4.3. Quantum chemistry. In quantum chemistry, in particular electronic structure calculation the following quantities
are called two-electron integrals. They play a crucial role in many circumstances, particularly in wave function methods like coupled cluster method etc. Here the functions ϕ i : This fact has firstly been observed in [3] and later used in density fitting or resolution of identity where an auxiliary basis set {ψ p } is constructed. We do not go into the details here and refer the reader to [25, 26, 27] .
Since it is easy to see that V is symmetric and positive semi-definite, an O(K)-rank approximation can also be computed by the pivoted Cholesky factorization, with the mentioned advantages and properties. The whole computation requires at most O(K 4 ) operation and reduces the memory requirement to O(K 3 ). In particular, the cost of the matrix-vector multiplication is reduced to O(K 3 ) while the approximation is satisfactory [14, 28] . In contrast to density fitting the accuracy can be controlled by the trace norm. Moreover, the sparsity of V could be maintained quite often during the Cholesky decomposition which reduces the complexity even to O(K) for both, computation and storage. This effect can also be exploited in linear scaling DFT calculation. With these methods at hand, for large systems and using local basis functions, the whole cost could be reduced to O(K) for linear scaling MP2 (Møller-Plesset 2nd order perturbation theory) [16, 19] or coupled cluster calculations [20, 21] .
